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For Immediate Release:
National Office Furniture’s Chicago Showroom Blends Workstyles and Lifestyles to Deliver an Adaptable Space
JASPER, Ind., June 10, 2019 - National Office Furniture, a unit of Kimball International, Inc., invites guests to experience
a reinvention of the office. In their Chicago showroom, they have created an adaptable workspace that not only focuses
on productivity, but also on the discovery of how physical and emotional wellness complete an environment.
By incorporating casual comfort and personal connections, while embracing holistic wellness, the Chicago showroom is
truly an inspiring destination. It is welcoming and warm, with layers of texture and thoughtful sensory spaces. Inviting
corners dedicated to personal inflection create an intimate retreat from daily stress, offering the opportunity to recharge
the mind, body, and soul.
In today’s fast-paced work world, National feels it’s tremendously important to design and develop spaces that not only
allow work to happen, they promote comfort which sparks a sense of belonging and a personal connection. Their
showroom space is filled with new product introductions, sneak peeks of upcoming products, and intriguing examples of
ingenious industrial and interior design. Their products are also featured in The Merchandise Mart, with their partners
Arc-Com and BIFMA.
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Showroom Hours and Events:
Monday June 10th: 8:00am – 6:30pm | Cocktail Party with Maggie Speaks + Michael Glabicki from Rusted Root:
4:30pm – 6:30pm
Tuesday June 11th: 8:00am - 6:30pm | Cocktail Party with DJ Violin: 4:30pm - 6:30pm
Wednesday June 12th: 8:00am - 5:00pm
Everyday: Complementary breakfast, coffee bar, and lunch

Be sure to visit National to see these products, and more:
Weli™ Seating Collection Introduction
The Weli collection of seating focuses on supporting the
people who heal, learn, discover, and aid everyday
activities in healthcare settings. Weli’s broad range of
solutions accommodates diverse physical needs and social
preferences. Guest chairs feature varied seat dimensions
to ensure comfort for a wide range of users. Rocker, patient
chair, and easy access seating solutions create supportive
and comfortable options for all that visit healthcare spaces.

Tessera® Casegoods Enhancements
National has enhanced their already successful Tessera
line of casegoods to include new adjustable height Lshaped solutions, bar and counter height conference
tables, and wall panels with intriguing surface materials.
The new wall panel configurations offer stone and
concrete materials as well as a variety of storage and
shelf units, including slanted and lighted options.

Swift™ Lounge Collection Enhancements
The Swift modular lounge collection has been enhanced
to include vertical stitching options and an inset plinth
base, giving it even more design versatility. Swift also
offers mobility, technology, and tablet arms that bring
smart solutions to all users. Its table collection adds
usable surfaces to complete any configuration.

Grin® Seating Collection Enhancements
Grin seating has been enhanced to include worksurface,
bar, and counter height stools, as well as guest seating
options. This collection of solutions also includes lounge
seating and a complementary ottoman, creating a robust
offering. With high and low profile choices, sled bases,
and mobile options, Grin offers a variety of solutions and
functionalities that fulfill any combination of workstyle
needs and lifestyle comforts.
National’s showroom space also features additional new products and sneak peeks of conceptual solutions. To learn
more about each new product, stop by the showroom or visit www.NationalOfficeFurniture.com/ChicagoShow2019.

About National Office Furniture:
National Office Furniture, a brand unit of Kimball International, Inc. (NASDAQ: KBAL), is a Jasper, Indiana-based
manufacturer of high-quality office furnishings. Since 1980, National has built a reputation for excellence with stylish
furniture of exceptional value; a dedication to personalized service; product designs that reflect a passion for the user’s
comfort and productivity; and a commitment to environmental responsibility. National operates facilities in Santa Claus
and Jasper, IN; and Fordsville and Danville, KY. Corporate showrooms are located in Atlanta, GA, Boston, MA,
Chicago, IL, Dallas, TX, Washington D.C., and Markham, ON. For more information about National and its products,
visit www.NationalOfficeFurniture.com.

